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Welcome  
To the next edition of our What’s happening at Wecon Services “WHAWS”  
newsletter. This past Fall season was a busy one for us, we were able to complete 
a few projects we had on the go, get started on a couple of new ones and cele-
brate one of the biggest holiday’s of the year, all the time keeping up with the  
ongoing day to day business. We hope you had a great Christmas break and like 
us, are all pumped up and ready to start off another successful year.   

What’s Happening At Wecon Services   
Our Annual Christmas Celebration   

This years celebration was at Topiary’s, an excellent 
steak and seafood restaurant right here in  
Mississauga. The staff took great care of us and the 
food and portions were all completely satisfactory, 
give them a call to book your next event we would 
highly recommend them. This year also marks the 
first year we were able to take a couple of extra days 
off between the Christmas and New Years holidays, a 
well deserved break for all the staff.   

On going and completed Projects  

An automotive parts supplier is just about ready to start using a new overhead  
     parts handling system, this new system will move parts through the plant and  
     help clean up the production area while maintaining even product flow. 

Additions are underway for a major cosmetics supplier, although we were not   
     involved in the original system design the customer realized we were able to  
     make some improvements not offered originally, these  
     modifications will help improve flow, minimize  
     downtime as well as improve accuracy immediately.  

A new pick/put to light system is now up and running,  
     business has increased to a point that the customer   
     now needs a larger facility to handle the new volumes  
     and of course we will help with all new requirements.  

A new cargo handling system is now installed and  
     running at Pearson International Airport, this new  
     equipment will help handle air cargo from all over the  
     world.  

Installation of a new picking system is under way for a 
pharmaceutical distribution centre, all of the equipment 
was from our used inventory allowing the customer to 
save a large amount of capital.     
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A new material handling system is installed for a fertilizer  
     plant in central Ontario, we were able to combine some  
     used equipment with the critical new equipment giving the  
     customer the solution they needed on time and within  
     their budget. 

Powered flexible conveyors are now helping a Western  
     Canadian snack foods Distribution Centre handle the  
     demands of everyday volumes. 

Custom designed dispensers are being worked on and will  
     be added to some standard slider bed conveyors to help  
     solve a dispensing and record keeping issue, this should  
     help speed up the existing process. 

Plans are under way to supply and install an  
     additional sort lane to an automatic sortation  
     conveyor that was installed a couple of years   
     ago, this is one area the customer is realizing  
     the beauty of the modular designs which allow  
     changes or  modifications to happen with a  
     minimum amount of disruption to the existing  
     operation. 

Distributors all across the country are busy  
     and we are always willing to assist  
     with any questions or concerns.           

What is Instaveyor?  

Our Instaveyor program is a quick delivery program we have developed to assist 
with some quick delivery projects you may come across in your project implemen-
tation. We have tried to identify some of the more popular styles and sizes of prod-
uct and will attempt to get these shipped to you in 1 week. Make sure you contact 
us to find out what products and sizes are available at sales@weconservices.com
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Case Study-Calgary 3PL  

The Customer 
A major third party logistics company employed to distribute retail merchandise 
through out Alberta and the west coast of Canada. We had installed a manual 
cross-dock system years earlier. This system proved to be effective for the rates 
they were handling. Over the next few years, their customer’s growth was  
exponential thus their existing system became overwhelmed. With the boom  
happening in the Calgary area, labour rates were skyrocketing and costs were  
getting out of hand.  

The Challenge 
The challenge was to design, supply and install a new conveyor system capable of 
processing their present and future distribution requirements. We had just supplied 
and commissioned a new system for their Ontario location that proved to be very 
successful. We were tasked to mirror this system using as much of their existing 
equipment as possible.  

The Solution 
We designed a Cross-Dock Sortation System that fit into their designated  
production area. We supplied a re-enforced Slider Bed Main Induction Line built for 
the constant pounding of 50 Lbs boxes being dropped onto it. New line shaft take 
away line made up the secondary induction line. We installed quite bearings on all 
rollers to ensure a whisper quite operation. We used a powered live roller merge, 
electronically controlled, to induct the secondary line onto the main system. We 
supplied new meter and scan belts to gap the in coming boxes and scan three 
sides of each box. The scanners read the store location and relay that information 
to the PLC. We installed a Hi-Speed Narrow Belt Sorter. This fast, quite sorter can 
sort boxes at a rate of up to 50 CPM.  The sorted boxes traveled down gravity run 
out lanes to an awaiting worker that placed the box onto its pallet.  

Results 
After using the system for 4 months, the customer  
reports a 45% increase in product flow per worker. 
They then implemented a new procedure in the 
main staging area and increased the product flow 
another 15% per worker. Seeing the systems ability 
and the quick returns, the customer is upgrading 
their other sites to match this one.       
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